
Please ensure to remove the 
carrier tape, leaving the 
markers on the glass!

Please Read These Instructions Before Installing. Important Installation Notes:
Application Temperature: marker-pattern tape should not be installed in temperatures below 10  C or 50  F.
Will Not Damage Glass Surfaces or Exterior Glass Coatings such as Solar Reflective, Low-E, or other types of glass treatments.
Marker-Pattern Tape Coverage: One 100ft. roll protects a glass surface (2.5’ x 6.5’ OR 30” x 80” OR 16 square feet) of glass patio 
door, glass panel railing or equivalent window area. 

 Installation Instructions for DIY Bird 
Collision Deterrent Marker Tape
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Position the 
measuring tapes on 
the top & bottom if your 
suface is tall, or on the 
left and right sides if 
your surface is wide

Use the provided squeegee to 
flatten the tape, releasing any 
trapped air. 
Ensure to remove the carrier tape 
from the surface, leaving only the 
markers

See back side for more details

Unroll using a smooth and 
constant technique. Cut a length 
of the tape slightly larger than the 
width of the window



Contact us before returning any product. Do not return Feather Friendly Residential to your retailer. Defective items must be received by 
Feather Friendly Inc. head office for inspection within 90 days of purchase, in order to be eligible to receive a refund or exchange.
It may be determined in advance that a return is not required for a refund or exchange by Feather Friendly Technologies  Inc. 

Window cleaning  products such as Windex, or mild liquid detergent and water mixtures may be used to clean 
glass surfaces without damaging the marker-pattern. A soft cloth or synthetic sponge are recommended 
washing tools. 
DO NOT apply heavy scrubbing pressure. Hard rubber squeegees and power-washing machines will damage 
marker-patterns and are not recommended.

Replicate our Symmetry pattern

OR our Harmony pattern
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Suggested patterns for applying DIY Bird 
Collision Deterrent Marker Tape

Need Help? Scan this QR code with your phone 
to take a look at our installation video


